2021 ADOPT A TURTLE NEST
PROGRAM Application Cycle Open!
We are hopeful for another record turtle nesting season,
which begins in May!
Your help is needed to provide the supplies used to protect
the nests from predators. When you virtually adopt a nest by donating $25, you are notified
of when eggs were laid and when the nest hatched!
Volunteer interns from FGCU under the guidance of FWC
routinely monitor the shoreline during turtle season and use GPS technology to mark and
number each nest.
CLICK here for more details and to apply to adopt a nest!

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT- COOKIE
BRUNNER
Dedicated park volunteer Cookie has been a FoCC
steering committee member, serving as the coordinator
of the Adopt a Nest program for many years. We
appreciate her enthusiastic commitment to this very
complex program. She will be mentoring some new
volunteers to help manage the upcoming nesting season,
so she can take a well deserved break. Contact us at:

friendsofcayocosta@gmail.com if your interested in
serving on the FoCC steering committee!

CORAL BEAN
By Brian Holaway
Coral bean (Erythrina
herbacea), can be found
throughout Cayo Costa
and grows well in the
sandy soil. The yellowishgreen leaf has an
arrowhead shape. Coral
bean's red tubulars bloom
from April til July acting
as an attractor for
butterflies and
hummingbirds.
A large part of the plant is
toxic and has been used
as rat poison with the
inner bark used as fish
poison. The flowers can
also be narcotic when
boiled. The coral bean
can tell many stories.
Hope you get the chance
to see this Florida native
in the wild.

Audubon of SWFL

visits Cayo Costa!
Beautiful weather greeted 24 members
of the Audubon of SWFL chapter on
March 17. They arrived via TROPIC
STAR Cruises and noted 13 species of
birds including a Magnificent Frigatebird
and a pair of nesting Osprey during the
cruise to the island.
At Cayo Costa they enjoyed a 2 mile
hike and history talk with FoCC Chair
Nancy MacPhee. After a lunch catered by Little Lilly's
Park Ranger Samantha shared information about flora and fauna before the group headed
out to the beach to view shorebirds. Another 15 species were noted on the island.
IT was a wonderful day of learning, fellowship and enjoying beautiful Cayo Costa State
Park.
For information on how to arrange a guided tour, contact us!
Friendsofcayocosta@gmail.com

Shop our online store!
Check out the items in our online store that benefit Friends of Cayo
Costa (FoCC) and park projects.
NEW! stylish, colorful Neck Buff (or mask!) for only $12 which
includes shipping!
Show your support for FoCC while keeping yourself safe!
YES Please! Take me to the FoCC online Store!!

About Us...The Friends of Cayo Costa State Park (FoCC) is
based on Pine Island, Florida. FoCC is a division of Barrier
Islands Park Society (BIPS), a 501c3 organization which is
the official Citizens Support Organization for Cayo Costa,
Gasparilla, Stump Pass, Don Pedro State Parks, Boca
Grande Lighthouse & Museum, Gasparilla Island Lighthouse
and Amory Memorial Chapel. All funds raised by FoCC will
be used exclusively for Cayo Costa State Park.
Tax #65-0327405

JOIN TODAY!
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